
ROADTRIPS fo� Famil� La� Litigant�
Having helped hundreds of people in with small affordable steps, we designed a more 

proactive, approach for people who act without lawyers in family courts; either at the start of 
a case ("JUMP START") or near the end ("FINISH LINE") to get higher octane help.  We know 

what it costs to have lawyers take the traditional approach and we refuse to accept "winning 
through bankruptcy".  If you're good at using email and type into forms provided for you, this 

program could overhaul your ability to successfully navigate your family law matter.

H O W   T O   U S E

Pla� th� lon� gam� i� a� effo�� t� creat� 
multipl� "winne��".

01. Ge� goo� temporar� orde�� i�.

Temporary orders can hold up for a year or 
more, while courts love a working status 
quo (the way things are).

With Jump Start, you pay one flat fee, payable over up to 
4 months, for the same licensed professional to draft, 
file, e-serve (where available) a Petition, discovery (if 
needed), and temporary orders in an effort to stabilize 
your situation and give you a "new normal".  You will 
know "what's next" because we've planned.

02. Manag� You� Cas� Schedul�.

Courts often issue a "Case Schedule" that 
they will require both parties to comply 
with.

Continuity can be valuable.  If you and your LLLT strike 
a comfortable "trusted advisor" relationship, your case 
may benefit from the continuity that a central and 
consistent document repository creates.  And why not 
get out ahead of all your deliverables with a partner 
who is managing the calendar for you?

03. Le�'� Cr�s� tha� Finis� Lin�

As the months go by, family law litigants 
often ask, "why does this have to take so 
long", and that's a valid question.

Let's deliberately remove all impediments from 
completing your case.  Let's get mediation done and 
really try to use opportunities well.  Let's note and 
prepare for trial.  No moss on this stone, let's move 
through the stages to get this thing DONE, together.

04. Tak� Ever� Oppo�tunit� t� Settl�.

Why not stop the war, if there is a chance 
to channel our efforts into more durable, 
long standing agreements.

With every road side assistance package is an 
ongoing, all-you-can-eat style of settlement effort.  We 
will listen for what you want and need and where 
authorized, form a bridge to communicate with the 
other side on your behalf.

Create a legal document 
vault and learn how to use it.

Get Strategic.  Align the 
short and long games.

Actively cultivate an end to 
your conflict(s).

www.mylegalpitstop.com   
 Use the red START HERE button.


